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Exercise Set 2.1.*
l. A menagerie consists of seven brown dogs, two black dogs,

six gray cats, ten black cats, five blue birds, six yellow birds,
and one black bird. Determine which of the following state-

ments are true and which are false.

a. There is an animal in the menagerie that is red.

b. Every animal in the menagerie is a bird or a mammal.

c. Every animal in the menagerie is brown or gray or black.
d. There is an animal in the menagerie that is neither a cat

nor a dog.

e. No animal in &e menagerie is blue.

f. There are in the menagerie a dog, a cat, and a bird that all
have the same color.

2. lndrcate which of the following statements are true and

which are false. Justify your answers as best as you can.

a. Every integer is a real number.

b. 0 is a positive real number.

c. For all real numbers r, -r is a negative real number.

d. Every real number is an integer.

3. I-et P (x) be the predicate "x > 7 f x;'
a. Write P(2), P(0, P(-1), Per, and P(-8), and in-

dicate which of these statements are true and which are

false.

b. Find the truth set of P(.x) if the domain of :r is R, the set

of all real numbers.

c. If the domain is the set R+ of all positive real numbers,

what is the truth set of P(-r)?

4. l*t Q@) be the predicate "n2 < 3O-"

a. Write QQ), QeD, QQ), and Qe1), and indicate
which of these statements are true and which are false.

b. Find the truth set of p(n) if the domain of n is Z, the set

of all integers.

c. If the domain is the set Z+ of aff,positive integers, what
is the truth set of Q(n)?

5. l-et Q@,y) be the predicate "If .r < y then x2 < 1l2" with
domain for both x and y being the set R of real numbers.

a. Explain why Q@, y) is false if x : -2 and y : 1.

b. Give values different from those in part (a) for which

Q@, y) is false.

c. Explain why Q@ , y) is true lf x : 3 and y : $.

d. Give values different from those in part (c) for which

Q(x, y) is true.

6. Let RQn,n ) be the predicate "lf rn is a factor of n2 then m

is a factor of n," with domain for both z and n being the set

Z ofintegers.
a. Explain why ft(z, n) is false if m = 25 and z : 10.

b. Give values different from those in part (a) for which
R(m, n) is false.

c. Explain why R(m, z) is true if m = 5 and n : 10.

d. Give values different from those in part (c) for which
j?(m,n)istrue.

7. Find the truth set of each predicate.

a. predicate: 6/d is an integer, domain: Z
b. predicate: 6/d is aninteger, domain: Z+
c. predicate: I < x2 < 4, domain: R
d. predicate: I < x2 < 4,domain; Z

8. Let B(x) be "-10 < x < 10." Find the truth set of B(x)
for each of the following domains.
a. Z b. Z+ c. The set of all even integers

Find counterexamples to show that the statements in 9-12 are

false.

9. Vx e R,.r > 1/x.

10. Va e Z, (a - l)/a is not an integer.

11. Vpositive integers m andn,m . n > m + n.

12. Vreal numbers x and y, "5+ I = JV + Jt.
13. Consider the following statement:

V basketball players x, x is tall.

Which of the following are equivalent ways of expressing

this statement?

a. Every basketball playeris tall.
b. Among all the basketball players, some are tall.
c. Some of all the tall people are basketball players.
d. Anyone who is tall is a basketball player.

e. Al1 people who are basketball players are tall.
f. Anyone who is a basketball player is a tall person.

14. Consider the following statement:

Lr e R such that x2 : 2.

Which of the following are equivalent ways of expressing

this statement?
a. The square of each real number is 2.

b. Some real numbers have square 2.

c. The number x has square 2, for some real number.x.
d. If x is a real number, then x2 :2.
e. Some real number has square 2.

f. There is at least one real number whose square is 2.

15. Rewrite the following statements informally in at least two
different ways withoutusing variables orthe symbol V or 3.

a. V squares x, x is arectangle.
b. f a set A such that A has 16 subsets.

16. Rewrite each of the following statements in the form
X, 

-.

a. All dinosaurs are extinct.
b. Every real number is positive, negative, or zero.

*For exercises with blue numbers or letters, solutions are given in Appendix B. The symbol H indicates that only a hint or a partial
solution is given. The symbol * signals that an exercise is more challenging than usual.



c. No irrational numbers are integers.

d. No logicians are lazy.
e. The number 2,147,581,953 is not equal to the square of

any integer.

f. The number -1 is not equal to the square of any real
number.

[7. Rewrite each of the following in the form "3
that _."

x such

a. Some exercises have answers.

b. Some real numbers are rational.

18. I.et D be the set of all students at your school, and let M(s)
be '3 is a math major," let C(s) be "s is a computer sci-
ence student," and let E(s) be "s is an engineering student."
Express each of the following statements using quantifiers,
variables, and the predicates M(s), C(s), and E(s).
a. There is an engineering student who is a math major.

b. Every computer science student is an engineering stu-

dent.

c. No computer science students are engineering students.

d. Some computer science students are also math majors.

e. Some computer science students are engineering stu-

dents and some are not.

19. Consider the following statement:

V integers n,if nz is even then n is even.

Which of the following are equivalent ways of expressing

this statement?

a. All integers have even squares and are even.

b. Given any integer whose square is even, that integer is
itself even.

c. For all integers, there are some whose square is even.

d. Any integer with an even square is even.
e. If the square of an integer is even, then that integer is

even.
f. All even integers have even squares.

20. Rewrite the following statement informally in at least two
different ways without using variables or the symbol V or i.

V students S, if S is in CSC 321

then S has taken MAI 140.

21. Rewrite each of the following statements
/ "Y _x, if _ then " or "V

in the form
.r and

v, if then
a All Java programs have at least 5 lines.
b. Any valid argument with true premises has a true con-

clusion.
c. The sum of any two even integers is even.
d. The product of any two odd integers is odd.

22. Rewrite each of the following statements in the two forms
"Vx, if _ then "and"V x, "
(without an if-then).
a. The square of any even integer is even.
b. Every computer science student needs to take data struc-

fures.
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23. Rewrite the following statements in the two
"1 _x such that " and "fx such that
and
a. Some hatters are mad. b. Some questions are easy.

24. Consider the statement "All integers are rational numbers

but some rational numbers are not integers."
a. Write this statement in the form "V.r, if

forms

ich

then

(x)

butS rsuchthat
b. t et Ratl(r) be ".r is a rational number" and Int(x) be 'r

is an integer." Write the given statement formally using
only the symbols Ratl(.r), In(r), V, f, n, v, -, and --+.

25. Refer to the picture of Tarski's world given in Example
2.1.12. l-et Above(.x, y) mean that x is above y (but pos-

sibly in a different column). Determine the truth or falsity
of each of the following statements. Give reasons for your
answers.
a. Vz, Circle(u) + Gray(u).
b. Vz, diay(z) -+ Circle(u).
c. 3y such that Square(y) n Above(y, d).
d. lz such that Triangle(e) n Above(/, e).

In 26-28, rewrite each statement without using quantifiers or
variables. Indicate which are true and which are false, and jus-
tify your answers as best as you can.

26. I-r.;t the domain of x be the set D of objects discussed in
mathematics courses, and let Real(x) be "x is a real num-
ber," Pos(.r) be 'r is a positive real number," Neg(*) be "x
is a negative real number," and IntG) be "r is an integer."
a. Pos(0)
b. V-r, Real(x) zr Neg(r) -+ Pos(-.r).
c. V-r, Int(-r) --+ Real(r).
d. 3x such that Real(x) n -Int(r).

27. Lrot the domain of x be the set of geometric flgures in the
plane, and let Square(.r) be '.r is a square" and Rect(r) be
".x is a rectangle."
a. fx such that Rect(x) n Square(x).
b. fx such that Rect(x) n -Square(x).
c. V.r, Square(x) -+ Rect(x).

28. Let the domain of r be the set Z of integers, and let Odd(.r)
be '.r is odd," Prime(r) be "x is prime," and Square(r) be

".r is a perfect square." (An integer z is said to be a perfect
squane if, and only if, it equals the square of some integer.

For example, 25 is a perfect square because 25 : 52.)

a. f.r such that Prime(r) n -Odd(.r).
b. Vx, Prime(x) --+ -Square(r).
c. lr such that Odd(x) n Square(x).

H 29. In ary mathematics or computer science text other than this
book, find an example of a statement that is universal but
is implicitly quantified. Copy the statement as it appears

and rewrite it making the quantiflcation explicit. Give a

complete citation for your example, including dtle, author,

publisher, year, and page number.
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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions

RewritethefollowingstatementsasquantifiedconditionalStatements.Donotusethe
w otd necessary or sfficient'

a. Squareness is a sufficient condition for rectangularity'

b.Beingatleast35yearsoldisanecessaryconditionforbeingFresidentoftheUnited
States.

Solution

a. A formal version of the statement is

Vx, if x is a square, then x is a rectangle'

Or, in informal language:

If a figure is a square, then it is a rectangle'

b. Using formal language' you could write the answer as

V people -r, if x is yoo'ig"t than 35' then 'r

cannot be President of the United States'

Or, by the equivalence between a statement and its contrapositive:

V people x, if x is President of the United States'

then x is at least 35 Years old' I

ExamPle 2.2.7 OrilYI.f

Rewrite the following as a universal conditional statement:

A product of two numbers is 0 only if one of the numbers is 0'

Solution Using informal language' you could write the answer as

If neither of two numbers is 0, then the product of the numbers is not 0'

Or, by the equivalence between a statement and its contrapositive'

If a product of two numbers is 0' then one of the numbers is 0' I

e. There is a disloyal animal that is not a dog'

f. There is a dog that is disloYal

g. No ani*uA that are not dogs are loyal' 
-

i. Sorn" animals that are not dogs are loyal'

3. Write a formal negation for each of the following state-

ments:

a. V flsh x, x has gills'

b. V comPuters c, c has a CPU'

". 
: u *orb m stcbthatm is over 6 hours long'

a. i " 
i*A b such that b has won at least 10 Grarnmy

awards.

4. Write an informal negation for each of the following state-

ments:

a. All Pots have lids'

c. Some Pigs can flY'

rsal

ly to

Exercise Set 2.2
1. Which of the following is a negation for "All discrete math-

ematics students are athletic'" More than one answer may

be correct.
a' There is a discrete mathematics student who is nonath-

letic.
b. A11 discrete mathematics students are nonathletic'

c. There is an athletic person who is a discrete mathematics

student.
d. No discrete mathematics students are athletic'

e. Some discrete mathematics students are nonathletic'

f. i;; nonathletic people are not discrete mathematics

students.

2. Which of the following is a negation for "All dogs are loyal"?

More than one answer may be correct'

a. All dogs are disloyal. b' No dogs are loyal'

c. Some dogs are disloyal' d' Some dogs are loyal'

b. All birds can flY'

d. Some dogs have sPots'
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In 5 and 6, write a formal and an informal negation for each

statement in the referenced exercise'

'H 5. Section 2.1, exercise 16

ll 6. Section 2-1, exercise 17

7. Informal language is actually more complex than formal
" 

iungrug". That is what makei the iob of a systems analyst

.o 
".rruir",tging' A systems analyst works as an interme-

;;;;",*Ja cfent who uses informal-language and a

ffiu*rn", who needs precise specifications in order to

;;;;" code' For instance' the sentence "There are no or-

l"rt ir"* store A for item B" contains the words there are'

Is the statement existential? Write an informal negation for

the starcment, u"d th"n write the statement formally using

quantifl ers and variables'

8. Consider the statement "There are no simple solutions to
" 

fif";, problems'" Write an informal negation for the state-

ment, and then write the statement formally using quantifiers

and variables'

Write a negation for each statement in 9 and 10'

9. V real numbers x,if x > 3 then x2 > 9'

10. V computer programs P' if P compiles without error mes-

sages, then P is correct'

In each of 11-14 determine whether the proposed negation is

correct. If it is not, write a correct negatlon'

11. Statement: The sum of any two irrational numbers

In I 6 and I 7 , write a negation for each statement in the referenced

exercise.

fI 16. Section Z.l,exercise2l

ll 17. Section 2.l,exercise2?

In 18-25, write a negation for each statement'

L8. V real numbers x, rf x2 > 1 then x > 0'

19. V integers d,if 6l dis an integer then d : 3'

20. Yx eR, if x('r + 1) > 0thenx > 0orx < -1'

21. Yn e Z, if n isprime then z is odd or n : 2'

22. Vintegers a,bandc,lf a- bisevenandb - ciseven'then

a-ciseven.

V animals x, if x is a dog then x has paws and x has a tail'

If an integer is divisible by 2, then it is even'

If the square of an integer is odd' then the integer is odd'

If P(x) is a predicate and the domain of x is the set

"f 
.fi *a numbers, let lt be'\xeZ'P(x)"'let S be

^/J. a, P(x)"'andlet T be"Yx e R' P(r)'"

".;;; 
dennition for P(x) (but do not use 

*x e Z") so
- 

that R is true andboth S and I arefalse'

b. ;ird , deflnition for P(r) (but do not use 'r € Q') so

that both R and S are true and T is false'

27. Consider the following string of numbers: 
-0204^' 

A person

claims that all the 1,s 
-in 

*reltring are to the left of a]l the

6t i, tir" string' Is this true? Justify your answer' (Hinr"

Writetheclaimformallyandwriteaformalnegationforit.
ls the negation true or false?)

28. True or false? A1l the occurrences ofthe letter u in the title

of this book are lower case' Justiff your answer'

kt29-36,give the contrapositive' converse' and inverse of each

shtement in the referenced exercise'

23.

24.

25.

*zo.

is irrational.

Proposed negation: Thesum of any two irrational numbers

is rational.

12. Staternent: The product of-any irrational number

and any ratiohal number is irrational'

p ro p o s e d ne g ati on : 

ffi ffi i:ffi l H#ji:Tl,ilfr:*
13. Staternent: For all integers n 

' 
7f n2 is overtthen n is

even.

P rop o s e d' ne garion: For all in teges n' if n2 is even then ra is

not even.

14. Statement:For all real numbers xl wtd x2' if
x? : x? then xl : x2'

Proposednegation:nft ai real nurnbers xt afid x2' if
x2, : x| trcn x1 f x2'

15. Let D : l-48,-14' -8' 0' 1' 3' 16' 23'26'32'36)' De-

termine which of the following statements are true and

whicharefalse.hovidecounterexamplesforthosestate-
ments that are false'

a. V.x € D, if x is odd then x > 0'

U. V, . D, if 'x is less than 0 then x is even'

". 
V, . D,if x iseventhenr :0'-

d' Vx e D' if tht ;;;digit of is 2' then the tens digit is

3 or 4' 
r the tens digit is

e. Vx e D, if the ones digit of x is 6' ther

1ot2'

37. Give an example to show that a universal conditional state-

ment is not lotically equivalent to its inverse'

Rewrite each statement of 38-41 in if-then form'

38. Eaming a grade of C- in this course is a sufflcient condition

for it to count toward graduation'

39. Being divisible by 8 is a suff,cient condition for being di

visible bY 4.

40. Being on time each day is a necessary condition for keeping

this job.

29. Exercise 18

31. Exercise20

33. Exercise22

35. Exercise 24

30. Exercise 19

32. Exetcise2l

34. Exercise 23

36. Exercise 25
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isaquestionaskingwhetherbtockbriscoloredblue.Prologanswersthisbywriting
Yes.

The statement

?isabove(X, u1)

isaquestionaskingforwhichblocksXthepredicate,,Xisaboveull,'istrue.holog
;;*;^ by giving u ti,t of 

'u 
such blocks' In this case' the answer is

X:bt,X:8.

NotethatPrologcanfindthesolutionX=btbymerelysearchingtheoriginatsetlt-9]1en
facts. Howev"r, f.otog mu st infer the solution X : I from the following statements:

isabove(g, b1)'

isabove(b1, rl1)'

isabove(X, Z) if isabove(X'y) andisabove(Y' Z)'

WritetheanswersPrologwouldgiveifthefollowingquestionswereaddedtotheprogram
above.

a. ?isabove(bz, urt)

Solution

b. ?color(u.r1, X) c. ?color(X, blue)

a. The question means "Is b2 above tu1?"; so the answer is 'No'"

b.Thequestionmeans.oForwhatcolorsXisthepredicate.ulliscoloredX,true?,';so
the answer is "X = white."

c. The question means 
..For what blocks is the predicate .X is colored blue, true?,,; So

the answer is "X : b1," "X : b2"' afid"X : b'"' I

Exercise Set 2.3
l. l*t C be the set of cities in the lvorld' let N be the set of na-
-'tioorirtfr.*orld,andletP(c,n)be"cisthecapitalcityof

,." D"t"r^in" the truth values of the following statements'

a. flfotyo, fapa"; b' P(Athens' Egypt)

.. rip*it, France) d' P(Miami' Brazil)

2. Let G(x, y) be "x2 > y'" Indicate which of the following

statements are true and which are false'

a. GQ,3) b' G(1' l)
c.,c{l,l d. G(-2,2)

3. The following statement is true: "V nonzero numbers r' il a
- 

*A n r*U", ! such that xy : l'" For each 'x given below

find a y to make the predicate "ry = 1" true'

a.x=2 b.x=-l c'x-3/4

4. The following statement is true: 'Y real numbers x' il an

integer n ,o.h tt ut ' > x'"* For each x given below' find an

n to make the Predicate "n > x" true'

a. r-15.83 b.-x= tOs c' x= l0loro

*This is called the Archimedean principle because it was first

formulated (in geometric terms) by the great Greek mathema-

,f"l* lt"irii*ies of Syracuse' who lived from about 287 to

2l2s.c.

The statements in exercises 5-8 refer to the Tarski world given

in Example 2.3.1. Explain why each is true'

5. For all circles.r there is a square y such that x and y have

the same color.

6. For all squares r there is a circle y such that 'x and y have

different colors and Y is above x'

7.

8.

9.

There is a triangle x such that for all squares y' x is above y'

There is a triangle x such that for all circles y' y is above 'x'

l*tD = E : {-2,-1,0, 1,2}' Explainwhythefollowing

statements are true.

a. Vx in D,3Y in E such thatr + Y :0'
b. fr in D suchthatVY it E, x * Y : Y'

This exercise refers to Example 2'3'3' Determine whether

each of the following statements is true or false'

a. Y students S, ll a dessert D such that S chose D'

b. V students S, f a salad I such that S chose 7'

c. f a dessert D such that V students S' S chose D'

10.
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d. 3 a beverage B such that V students D, D chose B.
e. !l an item 1 such that V students S, S did not choose f.
f. f a station Z such that V students S, I an item 1 such that

S chose I from Z.

11. How could you determine the truth or falsity of the follow-
ing statements for the students in your discrete mathematics

class? Assume that students will respond truthfully to ques-

tions that are asked of them.
a. There is a student in this class who has dated at least one

person from every residence hall at this school.

b. There is a residence hall at this school with the prop-
erty that every student in this class has dated at least one
person from that residence hall.

c. Every residence hall at this school has the property that
if a student from this class has dated at least one person

from that hall, then that student has dated at least two
people from that hall.

12. l.et S be the set of students at your school, let M be the set

of movies that have ever been released, and let V(s, rn ) be
"student s has seen movie rt." Rewrite each of the follow-
ing statements without using the symbol V, the symbol 3, or
variables.

a. fs e ,l such that V(s, Casablanca).
b. Vs e S, Iz(s, Star Wars).
c. Vs e S,1m e M such that V(s, m).
d.. 1rn e M such that Vs e S, V(s, m).
e. lls€S, lleS, and. 1m eM such that s{t and

V(s,m) nV(t,m)-
f. lseS and fre .S such that s*t ard Yme M,

V(s,m\ --+ V(t,m).

13. Let D : E : l-2, -1,0,1,21. Write negations for each
of the following statements and determine which is true, the
given statement or its negation.
a. V-r in D,1y in E such that.r * y : 1.

b. l.r in D such that Vy in E, x I y : -y.
In each of 14-19, (a) rewrite the statement in English without
using the symbol V or ll but expressing your answer as simply
as possible, and (b) write a negation for the statement.

14. V colors C,l an animal A such that A is colored C.

15. 3 a book D such that V people p, p has read D.

16. V odd integers z, 3 an integer t such that n : 2k -l l.
17. Yr e Q,3integers aandb suchthat r:a/b.
18. Vr e R, f areal number y such that.r * y : 0.

19. lx e R such that for all real numbers y, r + y : 0.

20. Recall that reversing the order of the quantiflers in a state-

ment with two different quantifiers may change the truth
value of the statement-but it does not necessarily do so.

All the statements in the pairs below refer to the Tarski world
of Example 2.3.L. ln each pair, the order of the quantifiers
is reversed but everything else is the same. For each paiq
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determine whether the statements have the same or opposite
truth values. Justify your answers.
a. (1) For all circles y there is a triangle.r such that.r and

y have different colors.
(2) There is a triangle.x such that for all circles y, x and
y have different colors.

b. (1) For all circles y there is a square r such that x and y
have the same color.
(2) There is a square x such that for all circles y,.r and
y have the same color.

In 21 and 22, rewite each statement without using variables or
the symbol V or f . Indicate whether the statement is true or false.

21. a. Vreal numbers.r, f arealnumbery such thatx .| y : 0.

b. f arealnumbery suchthatVrealnumbersr,.r + y :0.
22. a. Y nonzero rcal numbers r, 3 a real number s such that

rs: 1.

b. 3 arealmumbers such thatVreal numbers r, rs = l.
23. Use the laws for negating universal and existential state-

ments to derive the following rules:
a. -(V, € D(Vy e E(P(x, y))))

: Lr e D(lY e E(-P(x,Y)))
b. -(lr e D(3y e E(P(-r, y))))

: V.r e D(VY e E(-P(x,Y)))

Each statementin24-27 refers to the Tarski world of Example
2.3.1. For each, (a) determine whether the statement is true or
false and justify your answer, (b) write a negation for the state-
ment (referring, if you wish, to the result in exercise 23).

24. Y circles .r and V squares y,.r is above y.

25. V circles.r and V triangles y, .r is above y.

?"6. 1 acircle.r and I a square ) such that x is above y and.r
and y have different colors.

27. 1 acircle x and f a square y such that x is above y and *
and y have the same color.

Foreach of the statements in 28 and29, (a) write a new statement
by interchanging the symbols V and l, and (b) state which is true:
the given statement, the version with interchanged quantifiers,
neither, or both.

28. Yx e R, 3y e R such that x < y.

29. 1x e R such that Vy e R- (the set of negative real num-
bers), -r > y.

30. Consider the statement "Everybody is older than some-
body." Rewrite this statement in the form "V people x,
I _."

31. Consider the statement "somebody is older than every-
body." Rewrite this statement in the form "f a person 'r
such that V 

-."
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In 32-38, (a) rewrite the statement formally using quantifiers

and variables, and (b) write a negation for the statement.

32. Everybody loves somebody.

33. Somebody loves everybody.

34. Everybody trusts somebodY.

35. Somebody trusts everybodY.

36. Any even integer equals twice some integer'

37. Every action has an equal and opposite reaction.

38. There is a program that gives the correct answer to every

question that is posed to it.

39. In informal speech most sentences of the form "There is

every " are intended to be understood as

meaning 'Y 

- 

1 

-," 

even though the existen-

tial quantifier there rs comes before the universal quantifier

every. Note that this interpretation applies to the following
well-known sentences. Rewrite them using quantifiers and

variables.
a. There is a sucker bom every minute.

b. There is a time for every purpose under heaven.

40. Indicate which of the following statements are true and

which are false. Justify your answers as best you can.

a. V.r e ZL3y e Z+ such thatx - Y * 1.

b. V.r e Z,1y eZ suchthatr - y + 1.

c. ilx € R suchthatVy e R, x - y * l.
d. Vx e R+, fy e R+ such that xy : 1.

e. Vx e R, 3y e R such that rY : l.
f. Vr e Z+ andYy e Z+,12 e Z+ such that x : 16 - y.

g. Vr e Z andYy e Z,1z e Z such tbat 1: 16 - y.

h. fu e R+ such that Vu e R+, au < u.

i. Vu e R+, 3u e R+ such thatuu, < u.

41. Write the negation of the definition of limit of a sequence

given in Example2.3.7.

42. Wite a negation for the following statement (which is the

definition of lim,-, f (x) : f (a)):

For all real numbers e > 0, there exists a real

number 6 > 0 such that for all real numbers r,
if a - 6 < x < a*0 then f(a) - e < f(x) < f(a) + e.

43. The notation ll! stands for the words "there exists a unique."

Thus, for instan ce, "11 x such that x is prime and .t is even"

means that there is one and only one even prime number.

Which of the following statements are true and which are

false? Explain.
a. 3! real number r such that V real numbers y, xy = y.

b. 3! integer x such that l/x is an integer.

c. V real numbers x, ll! real number y such that r * y : 0.

* 44. Suppose that P(x) is a predicate and D is the domain of
r. Rewrite the statement "3! x e D such that P(x)" with-

out using the symbol 3!. (See exercise 43 for the meaning

of l!.)

ln45-5Z,rcferto theTarski world given inExample 2.1.1, which
is printed again here for reference. The domains of all variables

consist of all the objects in the Tarski world. For each statement,

(a) indicate whether the statement is true or false andjustify your

answer, (b) write the given statement using the formal logical no'
tation illustrated in Example 2.3.10, and (c) write the negation of
the given statement using the formal logical notation of Example

2.3.rO.

45. There is a hiangle r such that for all squares y, .r is above y.

46. There is a triangle x such that for all circles y, .r is above y.

47. For all circles x, there is a square y such that y is to the right
of x.

48. For every object x, there is an object y such that if x { y
then x and y have different colors.

49. Thereisanobjectysuchthatforallobjects x,if x f y

then.r and y have different colors.

50. For all circles x and for all triangles y, r is to the right of y.

51. There is a circle.r and there is a square y such that r and y
have the same color.

52. There is a circle x and there is a triangle y such that x and

y have the same color.

Let P(x) afi Q@) be predicates and suppose D is the domain

of .r. In 53-56, for the statement forms in each pair, determine

whether (a) they have the same truth value for every choice of
P (x), Q@), and D, or (b) there is a choice of P (x), Q@), artd

D for which they have opposite truth values.

53. V.r e D, (P(x) n O(x)), and
(Vx e D, P(x)) n (Yx e D, Q@))

54. 1x < D, (P(x) n O(x)), and
(3x e D, P(.r)) n (3x e D, Q@))

55. Vx e D,(P(x) v O(.r)), and

ffx e D, P(x)) v Nx e D, Q(x))

56. fx e D,(P(x) v Q(x)), and
(3x e D, P(x)) v (3x e D, Q@))
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Exercise Set 2.4
1. Let the following law of algebra be the first statement of an

argument:

For all real numbers a and b,
(a*b)2 :a2 *Zab*b2.

Suppose each of the following statements is, in turn, the

second statement of the argument. Use universal instantia-

tion or universal modus ponens to write the conclusion that

follows in each case.

a. a = x and b : y are particular real numbers.

b. a : fi andb - fi areparticularreal numbers.

c. a :3u and D : 5u are particular real numbers.

d. a : g(r) and D : g(s) are particular real numbers.

e. a -log(t) andb: log(t2) areparticularreal numbers.

Use universal instantiation or universal modus ponens to fill in
valid conclusions for the arguments in 2-4.

2. If an integer n equals 2'k and k is an integer, then n is

even.

0 equals 2 . 0 and 0 is an integer.

For all real numbers a,b, c, and d, it b * 0 arfi d t' 0,

thena/b * c/d: (ad *bc)/bd.
a : 2, b : 3, c : 4 and d : 5 are particular real num-

bers such thatb f 0 and d 10.

All healthy people eat an apple a day.

Herbert is not a healthy person.

.'. Herbert does not eat an apple a day.

If a product of two numbers is 0, then at least one of the

numbers is 0.

For a panicular number.r, neither (2x + l) nor (x - 7)

equals 0.

.'. The product (2x * l)(x - 7) is not 0.

All cheaters sit in the back row.
Monty sits in the back row

.'. Monty is a cheater.

All honest people pay their taxes.

Darth is not honest.

.'. Darth does not pay his taxes.

For all students x, if r studies discrete mathematics, then

,r is good at logic.
Tarik studies discrete mathematics.

.'. Tarik is good at logic.

If compilation of a computer program produces error

messages, then the program is not correct.

Compilation of this program does not produce error

messages.

.'. This program is correct.

Any sum of two rational numbers is rational.
Thesumr*sisrational.

.'. The numbers r and s are both rational.

If a number is even, then twice that number is even.

The number 2n is even, for a particular number n.

.'. The particular number z is even.

If an infinite series converges, then the terms go to 0.

The terms of the infinite series ! : go to 0.
a=l ft

@-l
.'. The infinite series | - converges.

n:l ft

If an infinite series converges, tlen its terms go to 0.

The terms of the inflnite."ri". fl -l- Oo not so to 0.
Etn*l -

6

.'. The infinite series ! - 
n- 

66st not converge.
Ern*l -

Rewrite the statement "No good cars are cheap" in the form
*Yx, if P(.x) then -Q@).- Indicate whether each of the

following arguments is valid or invalid, and justify your
answers.

a. No good car is cheap.

ARimbaud is a good car.

.'. A Rimbaud is not cheap.

9-

10.

11.

12.

13.

3.

15.

16.

4. V real numbers r,a, and b,
(r")b = rob.

r:3,a=l/2,anidb:6are
such that r is positive.

if r is positive, then

particular real numbers

17.

18.6.

19.

Use universal modus tollens to ru ir valid conclusions for the

arguments in 5 and 6.

5. Al1 healthy people eat an apple a day.

Adster does not eat an apPle a daY.

If a computer program is colrect, then compilation of the

program does not produce elTor messages.

Compilation of this program produces elror messages.

Some of the arguments in 7-18 are vatid by universal modus

ponens or universal modus tollens; others are invalid and ex-

hibit the converse or the inverse error. State which are valid and

which are invalid. Justify your answers.

7. All healthy people eat an apple a day.

Keisha eats an apple a day.

.'. Keisha is a healthy person.

8. All freshmen must take writing.
Caroline is a freshman.

.'. Caroline must take writing.
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s, then

b. No good caris cheap.
A Simbaru is not cheap.

.'. A Simbaru is a good car.

c. No good car is cheap.

A VX Roadster is cheap.

.'. A VX Roadster is not good.

d. No good car is cheap.
An Omnex is not a good car.

.'. An Omnex is cheap.

20. a. Use a diagram to show that the following argument can
have true premises and a false conclusion.

All dogs are carnivorous.

Aaron is not a dog.

.'. Aaron is not carnivorous.

b. What can you conclude about the validity or invalidity
of the following argument form? Explain how the result
from part (a) leads to this conclusion.

Yx,it P(x) then Q(-r).

-P(a) for a Particular a.

.'.-Q@)-

Indicate whether the arguments in 2l-26 are valid or invalid.
Support your answers by drawing diagrams.

21. All people are mice.
All mice are mortal.

.'. All people are mortal.

22. All discrete mathematics students can tell a valid arg-
ument from an invalid one.
All thoughtful people can tell a valid argument from an
invalid one.

.'. All discrete mathematics students are thoughtful.

23. All teachers occasionally make mistakes.
No gods ever make mistakes.

.'. No teachers are gods.

24. No vegetarians eat meat.
AII vegans are vegetarian.

.'. No vegans eat meat.

25. No college cafeteria food is good.
No good food is wasted.

.'. No college cafeteria food is wasted.

26. A[ polynomial functions are differentiable.
All differentiable functions are continuous.

.'. All polynomial functions are continuous.

2'l . [Adapted from Lewis Carroll.]
Nothing intetligible ever pluzzles mc.
Logic puzzles me.

.'. Logic is unintelligible.

2.4 Arguments with Quantified Statements L23

In exercises 28-32, reorder the premises in each ofthe arguments
to show that the conclusion follows as a valid consequence from
the premises. It may be helpful to rewrite the statements in if-
then form and replace some statements by their contrapositives.
Exercises 28-30 refer to the kinds ofTarski worlds discussed in
Example 2. 1. I 2 andZ.3.l . Exercises 3 I and 32 are adapted from
Symbolic logic by lrwis Carroll.*

28. 1. Every object that is to the right of aU the blue objects is
above all the triangles.

2. If an object is a circle, then it is to the right of all *te blue
objects.

3. If an object is not a circle, then it is not gray.

.'. All the gray objects are above all the triangles.

29. 1. AI1 the objects that are ro the right of all the triangles are
above all the circles.

2. If an object is not above all the black objects, then it is
not a square.

3. All the objects that are above all the black objects are to
the right of all the triangles.

.'. All the squares are above all the circles.

30. 1. If an object is above all the triangles, then it is above all
the blue objects.

2. Ifan object is not above all the gray objects, then it is not
a square.

3. Every black object is a square.

4. Every object that is above all the gray objects is above
all the triangles.

.'. If an object is black, then it is above all the blue objects.

31. l. I trust every animal that belongs to me.
2. Dogs gnaw bones.
3. I admit no animals into my study unless they will beg

when told to do so.

4. All the animals in the yard are mine.
5. I admit every animal that I trust into my study.
6. The only animals that are really willing to beg when told

to do so are dogs.

.'. All the animals in the yard gnaw bones.

32. 1. When I work a logic example without grumbling, you
may be sure it is one I understand.

2. The arguments in these examples are not arranged in reg-
ular order like the ones I am used to.

3. No easy examples make my head ache.
4. I can't understand examples ifthe arguments are not ar-

ranged in regular order like the ones I am used to.
5. I never grumble at an example unless it gives me a

headache.

.'. These examples are not easy.

*Lewis Carroll, Symbolic Logic (New York Dover, 1958),
pp. 118,120,123.
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